
Arts on the Move: CapNY Creative Transplants
The myth of CapNY being a place where art and
culture is lacking is officially over. In the last couple
of years, not only have our own residents paved the
way for arts to take the forefront, but the recent influx
of urban creatives have helped the growth of arts
communities.

In this article by Arielle Steele, you’ll meet four
creatives in our community who have a newfound
love for CapNY.

An Abundance of Arts & Culture

Five CapNY Wineries To Visit This Fall
Apple picking, cider donuts, and wine...the makings
of a perfect CapNY fall. In this piece, Writer
Dominique De Vito -- founder of Hudson Chatham
Wineries and an expert on Capital Region vineyards
-- recommends her five favorite spots to visit in
autumn. 

"Drive the gorgeous rural routes and take in the
scenery. You'll see the makers in the throes of
harvesting and making the 2021 vintage," she said.
Plan your fall weekends now!

Like Fine Wine...

A Breath of Fresh Air:
16 CapNY Walks in the Woods

The leaves are changing and the weather's cooling
down, making it a perfect time to get outside and
explore. In this article, Writer Deanna Fox puts
together a list of 16 beautiful walks in eight-county
CapNY that will allow you to safely commune with
nature, take a deep breath, clear your head, and
move your body.

Get Exploring!
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CapNY in the News!

From Country Living
Hudson Named in Top
50 Best Small Towns
for Antiques in U.S.

From Remodelista
A Luxury Hotel Inspired
By Transcendentalism

Opens in Catskill

From Visit Lake George
Experience the

Mysteries of Lake
George

Become a CapNY Influencer with #GoCapNY!

Do you follow @GoCapNY on
social media? We're on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn!
Follow along as we share all of the
happenings across our region.

Click the links below to follow and
use #GoCapNY to share photos,
videos, and experiences across
CapNY!

       

Burnt out? Ready for a career switch?

See who's hiring in CapNY
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